Abstract. This paper introduces a new model-based approach for simultaneously reconstructing 3D human motion and full-body skeletal size from a small set of 2D image features tracked from uncalibrated monocular video sequences. The key idea of our approach is to construct a generative human motion model from a large set of preprocessed human motion examples to constrain the solution space of monocular human motion tracking. In addition, we learn a generative skeleton model from prerecorded human skeleton data to reduce ambiguity of the human skeleton reconstruction. We formulate the reconstruction process in a nonlinear optimization framework by continuously deforming the generative models to best match a small set of 2D image features tracked from a monocular video sequence. We evaluate the performance of our system by testing the algorithm on a variety of uncalibrated monocular video sequences.
Introduction
Accurate reconstruction of 3D human motion and skeleton from uncalibrated monocular video sequences is one of the most important problems in computer vision and graphics. Its applications include human motion capture and synthesis, gait analysis, human action recognition, person identification, and videobased human motion retrieval. Building an accurate video-based motion capture system, however, is challenging because the problem is often ill-posed. Image measurements from monocular video sequences are often noisy and not sufficient to determine high-dimensional human movement. Occlusions, cloth deformation, image noise and unknown camera parameters might further deteriorate the performance of the system. This paper introduces a new model-based approach that simultaneously estimates 3D human motion, full-body skeletal lengths, and camera parameters using a small set of 2D image features extracted from monocular video sequences. The key idea of our approach is to construct a generative motion model from a large set of prerecorded human motion data to eliminate the reconstruction ambiguity of video-based motion capture. Our generative motion model is constructed from a large set of structurally similar but distinctive motion examples.
We have found that a small set of parameters are often sufficient to model motion variations for particular human actions, e.g. walking, running, or jumping. We also construct a generative skeleton model from a large set of prerecorded human skeleton data to resolve the ambiguity for skeleton reconstruction.
With such models, video-based motion reconstruction process can be formulated as a matching problem: given an input image sequence, both human motion and skeletal lengths can be estimated by adjusting the model's parameters in such a way that it generates an "imagined image sequence" which is as similar as possible to the real measurement. Mathematically, we formulate the problem in a nonlinear optimization framework by minimizing an objective function that measures residual difference between "imagined images" and real images.
We develop an efficient gradient-based multi-resolution optimization process to compute 3D human motion and full-body skeletal lengths as well as unknown camera parameters from a small set of 2D image features extracted from monocular video sequences. We run our optimization in a batch mode and simultaneously compute human motion across an entire sequence. We evaluate the performance of our approach by capturing a variety of human actions, including walking, running, and jumping, from uncalibrated monocular video sequences including walking, running, and jumping.
Background
In this section, we briefly discuss previous work on using human motion data for video-based motion reconstruction. We focus our discussion on reconstructing 3D human motion from monocular video sequences.
One solution to model human motion priors is to construct statistical motion models from prerecorded human motion data [1] [2] [3] . Howe and colleagues [1] learned human motion priors with a Mixture-of-Gaussians density model and then applied the learned density model for constraining the 3D motion search within a Bayesian tracking framework. Brand [2] applied Hidden Markov Models (HMMs) to statistically model dynamic full-body movements and used them to transform a sequence of 2D silhouette images into 3D human motion. Pavlovic and his colleagues [3] introduced switching linear dynamic systems (SLDS) for human motion modeling and present impressive results for 3D human motion synthesis, classification, and visual tracking. A number of researchers have also constructed various statistical models for human poses and used them to sequentially transform 2D silhouette images into 3D full-body human poses [4] [5] [6] .
Another solution is to use subspace methods to model dynamic behavior of human motion [7] [8] [9] . For example, Ormoneit and his colleagues [7] estimated a subspace model of typical activities from a large set of pre-registered 3D human motion data. They integrated the learned priors into a Bayesian tracking framework and utilized them to sequentially track 3D human motion from monocular video sequences. To avoid the computational expense of Monte Carlo methods, Urtasun and his colleagues [9] recently introduced a gradient-based optimization approach for human motion tracking. They initialized the tracker in the first frame and then perform the tracking recursively forward with a small finite size window (typically a three-frame window). Troje [8] also explored a similar subspace model for walking motions in which the temporal variations in poses are expressed as a linear combination of sinusoidal basis functions and used them to recognize genders from optical motion capture data.
Our work builds on the success of previous subspace methods for human motion modeling and tracking. However, we significantly extend subspace methods in several ways. First, we propose to use dynamic time warping functions to model speed variations of human movement. This allows us to reconstruct 3D human motion with different speed variations. Second, our system constructs a generative skeleton model from prerecorded human skeleton data and estimates human skeletal lengths directly from input video. This not only avoids manual specification/adjustment of human skeletal lengths but also removes tracking errors caused by inaccurate human skeletons. Third, unlike previous approaches, our approach simultaneously computes human motion, skeletal lengths, and camera parameters based on an entire video sequence. The batch-based optimization approach [10, 11] significantly reduces the reconstruction ambiguity by utilizing image measurement in both past and future to estimate a current frame.
Overview
The key idea of our approach is to construct generative models for both human motion and skeleton from prerecorded data and then deform the generative models to best match 2D image measurements across an entire video sequence. The whole system contains three major components:
Motion preprocessing. We pre-register a set of structurally similar but distinctive motion examples with a semi-automatic method. All motion examples are then warped into a canonical timeline specified by a reference motion.
Human motion and skeleton parameterizations. We apply statistical analysis techniques to the pre-registered motion data and construct a parameterized human motion model p(λ) for particular actions, where λ is a vector parameter of the model. A motion instance p(λ, z) can be generated by warping an instance of the parameterized motion model p(λ) with an appropriate time warping function z. We also construct a parameterized skeleton model s(β) from a large set of prerecorded human skeleton data to constrain the solution space of skeletal lengths.
Human motion and skeleton reconstruction. We deform the generative models to generate an optimal motion sequence p(λ, z) as well as skeletal model s(β) that best matches 2D image measurements across an entire image sequence. We formulate this as a gradient-based optimization problem and automatically compute motion parameters (λ, z) and skeleton parameters β as well as camera parameters ρ from a small set of 2D joint trajectories extracted from input video. We conduct continuous optimization in a coarse-to-fine manner.
We describe each of these components in more detail in the next two sections.
Motion Data Preprocessing and Analysis
This section discusses how to preprocess a set of example motions, how to build a generative model for human motion from the preprocessed data, and how to construct a generative model for human skeleton from prerecorded human skeleton data.
Human Motion Data Preprocessing
We construct generative motion models from a database of prerecorded 3D human motion sequences. The generative motion models are action-specific; we require all examples must be structurally similar for the same action. A set of walking examples, for instance, must all start out on the same foot, take the same number of steps, have the same arm swing phase, and have no spurious motions such as a head-scratch.
To build a parameterized motion model for walking, we start with a walking database which contains a wide range of variations (e.g. speeds, step sizes, directions, and styles). We assume the database motions are already segmented into walking cycles. If a database motion contains multiple walking cycles, we manually segment the motion into multiple cycles.
We denote the set of motion examples in the database as {x n (t)|n = 1, ..., N ; t = 1, ..., T n }, where x n (t) is the measurement of a character pose of the n-th example motion at the t-th frame, and T n is the number of frames for the n-th example. We preprocess all motion examples in the database by registering them against each other. More specifically, we pick one example motion (e.g. normal walking) as a reference motion and use it to register the rest of database examples with appropriate time warping functions. We assume the reference motion x 0 (t) includes T frames.
We register example motions in a translation-and rotation-invariant way by decoupling each pose from its translation in the ground plane and the rotation of its hips about the up axis [12] . To ensure the quality of training data, we choose to use a semi-automatic process to register all motion examples in the database. To align each database example with the reference motion, we first manually select a small set of "key" frames, instants when important structural elements such as a foot-down occurs. We use the "key" frames to divide example motions into multiple subsequences and apply dynamic time warping techniques [12] to automatically register each subsequence. Finally, we warp each motion example x n (t), n = 1, ..., N into a canonical timelinex n (t), n = 1, ..., N with the estimated time warping functions. For simplicity, we choose the reference motion x 0 (t), t = 1, ..., T to define the canonical time line.
Human Motion Modeling
One way to parameterize human motions is a weighted combination of the warped motion examples. This representation, however, is not a compact representation because the number of parameters linearly depends on the number of motion examples. More importantly, there might be significant redundancy among motion examples due to spatial-temporal correlation of natural human movement. A better way is to apply statistical analysis to model variations in the warped motion examples.
We form a high-dimensional vectorX n ∈ R D×T by sequentially stacking all poses in a warped motion examplex n (t), t = 1, ..., T , where D is the dimensionality of the character configuration space. In our system, we model a human pose with 62 dimensional vector, which includes the position and orientation of the root (6D) and the relative joint angles of 20 joints (56D).
We apply principle component analysis (PCA) to all warped motion examples X n , n = 1, ..., N . As a result, we can construct a parameterized motion model P using mean motion P 0 and a weighted combination of eigenvectors P j , j = 1..., m:
where the weights λ j are motion model parameters and the vectors P j are a set of orthogonal modes to model motion variations in the training examples. A motion instance generated by the parameterized model can be represented by
where
What remains is to determine how many modes (m) to retain. This leads to a trade-off between the accuracy and the compactness of the motion model. However, it is safe to consider small-scale variation as noise. We, therefore, automatically determine the number of modes by keeping 99 percent of original variations. Figure 1 shows the first five modes of variations constructed from our walking database.
We also fit a multivariate normal distribution for the motion parameters λ. The probability density function for the parameters λ is give by
where σ 2 M,j is the eigenvalues of the covariance matrix.
Motion Warping Given motion parameters λ, Equation 2 can be used to generate a motion instance p(t, λ), t = 1, ..., T based on the reference motion p 0 (t) and a small set of base motions p j (t), j = 1, ..., m. However, the parameterized motion model p(t, λ), t = 1, ..., T is not appropriate to model motion variation from input video because the parameterized motion model is learned from warped human motion examples and does not consider speed variations in human actions. One solution to address this limitation is to post-warp the parameterized motion model with an appropriate warping function w(t). The time warping function can change the speed of the motion instance p(t, λ), t = 1, ..., T by mapping its old time t to a new time w(t) frame by frame. Note that modeling time warping function w(t) only requires recovering a finite number of values that w(t) can take since the domain of t = 1, ..., T is finite. Thus we can represent the time warping function w(t) with T finite values of w(t): w 1 , ..., w T . If t is a frame in the reference motion p 0 , then the corresponding frame in the model instance is w(t). At frame t, a motion instance generated by the model parameters λ has the pose p(t, λ). A warped parameterized motion instance can thus be defined as follows:
We therefore can represent a generative motion model with two sets of parameters (λ, w), where w = [w 1 , ..., w T ] T . In practice, a time warping function should satisfy the following properties: -Positive constraints: a time warping function should be positive: w(t) > 0. -Monotonic constraints: a time warping function should be strictly increasing: w(t) > w(t − 1). The monotonicity property makes sure that the time warping function is invertible so that for the same event the time points on two different time scales correspond to each other uniquely.
Rather than modeling a time warping function w(t) in the original time space, we choose to transform the w(t) into a new space z(t):
We choose w(0) to be zero and further have
Equation 6 makes sure monotonic and positive constraints of the w t will be automatically satisfied if we model a time warping function in the new space z t .
Our final generative motion model is defined as follows: Fig. 2 . The top five modes of human skeleton variations keeps about 99% of skeleton variations from a large set of prerecorded human skeletal models. Note that we normalize each bone segment using left tibia (red).
Human Skeleton Modeling
Similarly, we can construct a generative human skeleton model from a set of prerecorded human skeleton data. Our human skeletal data is downloaded from the online CMU mocap library 1 and represented by Acclaim Skeleton File (ASF) format. Each skeleton example records length of individual bones. In our experiments, the human skeletal model contain 24 bones: head, thorax, upper neck, lower neck, upper back, lower back, and left and right clavicle, humerus, radius, wrist, hand, hip, femur, tibia, and metatarsal (see Figure 2) .
Since we are dealing with the image stream obtained by a single monocular video camera, the absolute length of a segment cannot be inferred from the image stream. We thus focus on the segment proportion vector s = (s 1 , ..., s 23 )
T , rather than the bone segment lengths themselves, where l i , i = 1, ..., 24 is the length of a bone segment.
Similar to generative motion models, the generative model for human skeleton can be expressed as a base skeleton s 0 plus a weighted combination of skeleton models s j , j = 1, ..., b:
We also fit a multivariate normal distribution for skeleton model weights β = [β 1 , ..., β b ] T . Similarly, we model the probability density function for the skeleton parameters β using a multivariate normal distribution:
where σ 2 S,b is the eigenvalues of the covariance matrix.
Camera Model
To determine 3D configuration of a human figure from its 2D image projection, we need to model mathematical relationship between 3D coordinates and 2D image measurement.
We assume a static uncalibrated camera and adopt a simplified perspective projection model. In general, a camera model with full degrees of freedom is usually parameterized by 11 parameters (six extrinsic and five intrinsic). We assume that the five intrinsic parameters are ideal; that is, with zero skew and unit aspect ratio (the retina coordinate axes are orthogonal and pixels are square), and that the center of the CCD matrix coincides with the principal point. The only unknown intrinsic parameter is the focal length f .
Together with the six extrinsic parameters, the camera model is represented
T , where the parameters (t x , t y , t z ) and (θ x , θ y , θ z ) describe the position and orientation of the camera, respectively.
where the column vector (u, v, ω)
T is the homogeneous coordinate of the projection of a 3D point. The row vector r T i is the i-th row vector of the camera rotation matrix. We therefore can model the projection function g with a sevendimensional vector ρ.
Matching Parameterized Models to Image Streams
This section discusses how to apply generative models to reconstruct 3D human motion configuration from uncalibrated monocular video sequences. We use a small set of 2D joint trajectories y input (t ), t = 1, ..., T to simultaneously compute human motion parameters (λ, z), human skeleton parameters β, and camera parameters ρ. We manually select a small set of joint points at key frames and then track their 2D positions y input (t ) across the entire sequence using the space time tracking algorithm described in [13] . Here, we focus our discussion on how to transform a small set of 2D joint trajectories into 3D human motion.
In an analysis-by-synthesis loop, the algorithm uses generative motion model to generate a motion instance p(t, λ, z), t = 1, ..., T in the joint angle space, uses the forward kinematics algorithm to compute 3D joint positions of a skeleton model instance s(β) throughout the whole motion, projects the computed 3D points into 2D image space with camera parameters ρ, and then updates the parameters according to the residual differences between the synthesized 2D joint points and the observed 2D image measurements.
From parameter values (λ i , z i , β i , ρ i ), we can synthesize corresponding 2D joint trajectories in the image space as follows:
where the vector-valued function f is a forward kinematics function which maps a joint-angle pose into 3D joint positions. The vector-valued function g is a projection function from the 3D position space to the 2D image space (see Equation 10). The reconstructed human motion and skeleton is supposed to be closest to the input video in terms of Euclidean distance:
Reconstruction of 3D human motion and skeleton from monocular video sequences is an ill-posed problem. Besides desired solutions, many non-natural human motions and skeletons might also be consistent with image measurement from input video. It is therefore essential to impose constraints on the set of solutions. In our system, we restrict the solution of human motion and skeleton to the vector space spanned by prerecorded examples. Within the model space of both human motion and skeleton, solutions can be further restricted by a tradeoff between matching quality and prior probabilities. More specifically, we consider the prob(λ) and prob(β) defined in Equation (3) and (9) as well as priors for time warping parameters z and camera parameters ρ. In our experiments, we assume a multi-variate gaussian prior for warping parameters:
where the scalar z mean,j is the mean of the example warping functions and the σ Z,j is the standard deviation of the example warping functions. We also assume a constant or uniform prior for camera parameters ρ.
In terms of Bayesian decision theory, the problem is to find the set of parameters to maximize the posterior probability, given image measurement y input (t) from input video. While motion parameters λ, warping parameters z, skeleton parameters β, and camera parameters ρ completely determine the predicted image y model , the observed image measurement y input may vary due to noise. For gaussian noise with a standard deviation σ I , the likelihood to observe y input is prob(y input |λ, z, β, ρ) ∼ exp[
. Maximum a posterior (MAP) estimation is then achieved by minimizing the following cost function:
We analytically evaluate the jacobian terms of the cost function and then run the optimization with the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm in the Levmar library [14] .
Initialization. We initialize the motion parameters λ and skeleton parameters β with zeros. The initial guess for warping parameters z is set to z mean , which can be obtained from the precomputed warping function examples. We initialize the camera parameters ρ with a rough manual adjustment.
Multi-resolution motion reconstruction. To improve the speed and robustness of our optimization, we develop a multi-resolution optimization procedure to reconstruct motion in a coarse-to-fine manner. We first form the input 2D motion y input (t) and parameterized motion p(t, λ) in coarse levels by downsampling both the input 2D motion trajectories y input (t), the mean motion p 0 (t) and base motions p m (t) temporally. We start the reconstruction process in the coarsest level and run the optimization to reconstruct the coarsest input motion with the coarsest parameterized motion. After the optimization in level 1 converges, we initialize the time-warping function z in level 2 by upsampling the estimated time-warping function in level 1 and initialize the motion, skeleton, and camera parameters (λ, β, ρ) in level 2 with the estimated parameters from level 1. We repeat this process until the algorithm converges at the finest level.
In our experiments, we set the downsampling rate to 2. The multi-resolution optimization runs very fast. For all the testing examples reported here, it takes less than two seconds to compute the whole solutions.
Multiple cycles. Our algorithm can also be applied for automatic segmentation and reconstruction of long motion sequences that contain multiple cycle of the parameterized motion models, e.g. multiple walking cycles. The system sequentially matches the parameterized motion model with the whole sequence. Once a good match is found, the system deletes the matched subsequence and repeats the process until no further matches are found.
Results
We demonstrate the performance of our system in a variety of monocular video sequences. Our results are best seen in the accompanying video although we show sample frames of a few results here.
The motion data sets were captured with a Vicon motion capture system of 12 MXF20 cameras with 41 markers for full-body movements at 120Hz and then were downsampled to 30HZ. The current walking database includes 200 aligned motion examples with variations of speeds, step sizes, directions, and styles. The running databases includes 100 motion examples with different speeds, step sizes, directions and styles. The jumping databases includes 50 motion examples with different jumping heights, jumping distances, directions and styles. The number of parameters for the walking, running and jumping are 30, 20 and 18 respectively by keeping 99 percent of the motion variations.
We tested the performance of our algorithm with a variety of uncalibrated video sequences, including normal walking, stylized walking, running, and jumping. We first select a small number of joint points at key frames and then interactively track 2D positions of the image features throughout the whole sequence. Figure 3 shows sample images from input video sequences as well as reconstructed 3D human motion and skeleton seen from two different viewpoints. Our system can reconstruct high-quality human motion and skeleton even with a very small set of 2D joint trajectories. For example in the jumping example (see Figure 3) , we reconstruct 3D human motion and skeletal lengths from five joint trajectories.
Conclusion
We present a new model-based approach for simultaneous reconstruction of 3D human motion and skeletal model from uncalibrated monocular video sequences. We construct generative models for both human motion and skeleton from prerecorded data and then deform the models to best match a small set of 2D joint trajectories derived from monocular video sequences. We also develop an efficient multi-resolution optimization algorithm to estimate an entire motion sequence from input video. We demonstrate the power and effectiveness of our system by capturing 3D human motion data and skeletons from a variety of single-camera video streams, including walking, running, and jumping.
